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THE GOOD NEWS: 
 Our body makes Hyaluronan (HA), a naturally-occurring, 
over-achieving substance that research suggests might regulate and 
maintain several major physiologic functions. 

THE BAD NEWS:
 As we age, the amount of HA in our body starts to diminish and our 
aging bodies can’t replace it fast enough so, our organ systems start to 
deteriorate.

THE BEST NEWS! 
 TOP SHELF® HA is an over-the-counter supplement that can 
replenish the HA lost due to aging and natural turnover.  Replenishing 
HA helps to maintain the important functions of HA in humans, and 
animals. That’s right!  HA helps all mammals, both two and 
four-legged!

 Nearly 100 years of research has shown that HA protects and 
lubricates joints, strengthens bones, and aids in eye health and wound 
healing. HA is used extensively in skin repair, cosmetic and anti-aging 
products, as well. 

 We all know that having a healthy gut (stomach and intestines) is 
critically important in our overall well-being to insure  proper nutrition 
and inflammation. Recent research indicates that HA is a key player in 
maintaining a healthy gut microbiome.

 Research indicates that HA supports the immune system and our 
defenses against bacteria and viruses. These studies indicate that HA 
might bind to cellular proteins that help maintain homeostasis (an even 
keel) and regulate the disease process.  Research also suggests that HA 
might have important actions against viruses.  

 TOP SHELF® HA is a high molecular weight, oral HA supplement 
that is non-gmo. TOP SHELF® HA does not contain soy, sugar, yeast, 
artificial flavors or colors. TOP SHELF® HA has no taste or odor. It is 
preserved with silver colloid—another possible anti-bacterial substance. 
TOP SHELF® HA has a 3 year shelf life. The product is shipped as a 
powder to which you add bottled or filtered water when you are ready to 
start using the product. The amount of TOP SHELF® HA consumed is 
easily adjustable, as well. Because HA is the same in all mammals, the 
adjustable dose allows humans and their four-legged “family members” to 
benefit from the 15 oz. or 50 oz. size product by following the variable 
teaspoon (tsp) or tablespoon (tbsp) directions for daily use. 

 Scan the QR Code on the bottle to obtain the 
Certificate of Analysis Testing results to understand 
the purity and safety of the TOP SHELF® HA product.

 One daily dose of TOP SHELF® HA can revitalize and support 
your skeleton, joints, skin, eyes, gut, intestines, and immune system. 

When you reach for the best, reach for the TOP SHELF®.

GREAT
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